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In this Autumn edition we wish Terry a fond farewell. After practicing
in Seaforth since 1965 Terry has retired! He will be sorely missed by
both clients and staff.
We take a trip down memory lane with a few photos of the original
partners of SVH, Ken Baker, Cath Walker, Kersti Seksel and Hendrika
Tegelaar.
We have a feature article “Rules for the Cat” written by Terry a LONG
time ago which is still very relevant today.
We would like to welcome a new Vet to the practice Dr Andrew Slade.
Andrew has four significant others, two humans plus a 15 year old rescue cat and a gorgeous 4 year old cavoodle.
And finally a reminder to watch what your pet eats this easter. Chocolate, sultanas and foil are a no no ...
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GOODBYE TERRY
It is with some sadness but mostly good wishes and love
we say goodbye to Terry who has retired from active Veterinary practice. He will however always be a part of Seaforth
Veterinary Hospital.
Terry graduated from Queensland University in 1965. A
New Zealander, he came to Australia to study Veterinary
Science before the New Zealand school was started. He
returned briefly to his home for work and rugby but happily
for us returned to Australia and started work as an assistant in Sydney Road, Seaforth in 1968.
He purchased said practice some months later and continued to serve the community at this site until he bought and
moved to Ethel Street in 1982. He amalgamated with Ken
Baker and his co-worker Cath Walker to open Seaforth Veterinary Hospital on 1 January 1983. A brand new “state of
the art” practice which has been held in high regard ever
since!
For 50 years Terry has been loved and respected by generations of pet owners. His high standards have endured
and all working with him continue to maintain these standards. A result of his love of animals and strong desire to
serve them and their owners who are more than just clients
but friends.
Cath left the practice to pursue academia and Ken retired
in 2002. Kersti Seksel became a partner but left to pursue
her behavioural specialty and son David Collins joined as
partner but also left to pursue a medical specialty. Rob Miller joined as a partner in 2002 as I did. I retired 2013 but
came back part-time to work with the rest of the team, Dr
Libby Thompson and Dr Veronica Gibb-Cumming.
Throughout all these changes Terry has been the
contstant! His legacy continues as we strive to maintain
the ideals of Seaforth Veterinary Hospital.

By Hendrika Tegelaar
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RULES OF THE CAT AS INTERPRETED BY TC
I have 2 classifications for cats – people cats and place cats. People cats jump on the nearest lap, greet guests and generally crave
human company. Place cats are aloof, appreciate food and shelter
but socialise only on their terms

A TRIP
DOWN
MEMORY
LANE

What I eat today I will not necessarily eat tomorrow! Next time
around I don’t think I will be a Vet, I might be a cat food manufacturer as I conservatively estimate 50% of cat food purchased is
thrown out.

Ken Baker

The last source of water I will drink is the cleanest, freshest bowl
meticulously put out for me. I prefer shower recesses, dripping
taps, puddles or preferably the glass of water for human consumption on the bedside table.
Cats are allowed to vomit once a week. Anything less than this
your’re in front. Despite having 99% of your floor surfaces tiles,
timber etc. your cat will find that rug, bed, square of carpet etc to
vomit on.
If you know nothing about your cat’s bowel activity it probably
means they are ok, if they are constipated they strain, if they have
diarrhoea you find it.
Kersti Seksel

If you are into bathing cats your cat knows it’s bath time before
you do. I am on the cat’s side in thinking they don’t need bathing
anyway (grease or toxic materials excluded).
All lame cats have been bitten until proved otherwise. If you are
going to get in a fight start your antibiotics the day before.
We all know cats moult. That’s why you need to colour coordinate your clothes with your cat.
Thought: If you groomed your cat ad infinitum could you make it
bald? I think not, I believe they regrow fur as fast as you can brush
it out.
I have long advocated people getting pairs of kittens – they have
each other for company when you go to work, shops, dinner etc.

Cath
Walker

Any additional purchase costs, vet bills, food etc are out-weighed
by you not needing a T.V. set anymore. They are resident entertainment value.
And now for a totally biased statement. A Burmese is the cat to
get when you were contemplating getting a dog. They even think
buses should give way!

Thousands of years ago cats were worshipped as Gods. Cats have never forgotten
this. - Anon

Hendrika Tegelaar
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WHO’S NEW!
We would like to extend a very
warm welcome to Dr Andrew
Slade. Andrew has a special
interest in Medicine and
Surgery. He is owned by a
gorgeous cavoodle and 15 year
old rescue cat.

A MESSAGE FROM TERRY ABOUT EASTER
With Easter holidays coming up, we’d like to help you and your fur friends have a happy and safe
time. Here is some helpful information…..
Planning an Easter Egg hunt? Don’t let your pet have access to the area you’ve hidden the eggs
in. Count the number of eggs you’re putting out and make sure all eggs are found before allowing
your pet back in the area. Once the hunt is over make sure that your little huntspeople keep their
sweet treasures well out of your pets reach!
Seaforth Veterinary Hospital
55 Ethel St
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NSW, 2092
www.svh55.com.au
Phone: 02-99491288
Fax: 02-99496364
E-mail: maria@svh55.com
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Chocolate Toxicity: The more cocoa that is in the chocolate the more toxic it will be. Cooking
and dark chocolate are particularly bad and can be up to seven times more toxic than milk chocolate.
Symptoms of Chocolate Poisoning include: Excit-ability, increased heart rate, tremors, vomiting
and dia-rrhoea. It can be fatal in extreme cases.
Easter Grass & Foil Wrapping: The paper or cellophane nesting material in many Easter baskets
along with foil wrapped eggs pose problems if swallowed.
Symptoms of Intestinal Obstruction include: Abdominal pain, inappetance, vomiting
Hot Cross Buns Hot Cross Buns are delicious but sultanas, grapes and raisins contain a toxin that
can cause kidney failure.
Symptoms of Sultana/Grape/Raisin toxicity include: Lethargy, vomiting, diarrhoea and inappetance.
Easter Lilies: All lilies can cause renal failure in cats if chewed - all parts of the plant are toxic,
even the water they have been sitting in.
Symptoms of Lily Poisoning include: Vomiting, lethargy and inappetance

